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PLANS FOR. THE STUDIO'S LIFE m

DARTIhG'i‘O‘fi M433 IN Iii-{ERICA

dootinn of Dosiqgegnu

What is ehe sense of this meeting? If nothing had

happened in the destiny of our school, Miriam and Isahel would

have had the same meeting, because our idea is always to die-

euee the attempts made by our young designers. Because we

are going away it does not mean that we will lose airiam.

An Dartingten'e idea in for us to go on here and

in America. this meeting will be as e part of the work which

actually will not be broken. Ho will take all those events

which lead us uuey from here as temporary events. How many

years or how many months we do not know, because we don‘t

know our destiny. The idea is for no to come back and continue

our work here, so there is no reason to break our work. our

rehearsale, the work with the designers. directors, etc.

Without giving any premieee to anyone. we have the right -

and this I know absolutely definitely — to speak about our work

as a continuous work. boih psychologically and in the real

life, because he. and Mrs. Elmhiret have decided that some

time later on we ehall go on with our Studio here. Our inten-

tion is to do this. and this muet be made quite clear.

fir. Heekroth you have collaborated with the Studio

and as the teacher of Miriam I should like to have an opinion

about her work and your suggestions for her development.

Because we are going away deesxet mean that we will leeo our

interest for miriam‘s development and her individuality.
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fresent:

Michael Chekhov

Hoin Hockroth

Miriam Garthu

Iuabol Wintcmute

Grfiioism of dcuigns for Sunniuh Evonin: Bottlngu and costumas

by Miriam Gurtho and Isabel Wintcmuto.

hein Hockrotha I find the style very guy. but there

is an enormous difference between painting and stage designs

It can be a very good yioturo and yet nht support the director,

the actor. or anything. From thin picture I don't know what

ideas you havq for movcaOnt. tempo. character, etc. I don't

know whgthcr the dress helps to Support your ideas or whether

the diash and scenery take away from the actor. but as painting

and deslgd I must say I liko it. If the uimosphoro is dusty,

old. morbid. decayed. dirty. than it in absolutely right, and

comes out of 1ho designs.

m. Chekhov: I speak now an the director. Can you

answer those questions? From all the pictures I got a negative

thing. It in so heavy that I cannot imagine this absolutely

light performance which does not actually oxistu. For instance.

I like many things hora. Shall I say to the designer that

the painting is heavy. or that the idea is heavy? She can

answer that it will depend upon the material. It lookn an

if it is curved, but she can any that in reality it will he

very light. What shall I say to tho designer?
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h'. Heckrothx I: you gave tho order for a light,

easy atmosphere. it must be taken by the designer. and she

may have to make twenty or thirty drawings before getting this

light, easylino. The designer makes a design for the dress-

makor which suggests tho idea, ahd sho creates from there.

You can make the some design with the same colors but with

easier lines. than the drossmaker must find it. The ideal

thing would be for Miriam to know how to make the dress her-

self, but this is only possible in a small group.

M. Chekhov: So, on the principle. Miriam is respon-

sible for this quality of light and ease in her designs. If

this is trus then my first criticism of her designs is that

she does not give us the possibility to move and fly and ho

easy and light. which is the idea of the play - which exists

and doos not exist. As a stage designer. what would you

require from Hiriam? For instance, should she show us pic-

tures of the back and sides of the costumes as wall?

H. Hockrothx Definitely. the designer has to show

front and back of thb costumes snd other details. Miriam's

drawings are hot clear enough for details: she must bring a

little technical drawing which shows whether it is an over—

okirt or a cups, for instance.

Isahul Wintcmutc- I have always made the costumes

I have designed myself. but if I were making my desighs for

someone else to execute I would have to show both back and

front designs.
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N. Chekhov: My second criticism of hiriam in that

she has not thought of tho technical way of fulfilling her

ideas. As a professional person from the theatre, i must

speak about certain points of View which I think can be very

useful. In future our designers must Show different sides

of the some costume.

METAHCRPHGSIS|

Then we come to the third point. We know that no

have oomohow divided tho play into certain sections. certain

parts, and you have shown tho three parts. If we should go

on with this I would any that Miriam should try to express

the metamorphoceo of tho cootumoo and tho characters.

hhonvfiou are Working pith ouch directors as vo have

in our school, vmo are trying to olaborato this idea of meta-

morphoscs in tho whole play through costumes, settings. acting

and everything! the designer must be more interested and more

careful with the transitions and tho motamorphosoo from the

beginning to the end, and why the play in divided into three

parts. ctc.. etc. when working with such directors it will

be essential for tho stage designer to pay ottontion to the

idea of the motomorphoois of tho whole. I am sorry you have

not brought everything with you. If you had tho settings. I

am sure you would one the costumes in a different way.

Miriam Gurtho: You have always wanted improvisation.

but it is difficult when the actors only use old stuff. So

I looked at old pictures of carnival processions. That is why it
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hocmno very heavy because I took mam] rude and hcmzthingo

from Brougel. ‘ ‘ I

H. Heckroth: We can take thingoi‘rom Erougol and.

others but Just so muchfus suits the author. and the play.

This is always the danger when taking a Lortziiu style, it

becomes so heavy that we don't see anything underneath. I

would like to see more. difference in the characters, and so

far as I see there is too much of the some rhythm and the some

tono.

Isabel Wintemutm I an inclined towards more plastic

sets. I like light hwnordnasots, out humor which has some

weight.

3!. Chekhov: I like your modolo very much. but agun

I would say to yov. to thin}: in terms of three parts and in

the metamorphosos, so that you can help your director and your

director can help you.

it. hockrothx My first reaction is alx'lays from the

technical point of View, before I come to the artistic one.

So my first question would n5. how long do you intend to travel

with this play. where and in what kind of theah‘o, how many

stage hands. would you transport you: settings by train or

by car? In America they build in a certain way because they

know stage hands are so expensive, and because 01‘ this economic

thing they have come to a good utylo. this econohio point

of View has taught them that it is possible and necessary to

find such a style. It is also necessary for our theatre

hoz-o - I spook alrmya as a technician.
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It is absolutely right for the director.- and the

artists and actors to dream. but in the and the technician

has to realize it and support it, and therefore 1 always start

from very practical magma. That is why I question tho screens.

I don't like to fill up tho stage with stage hands because

the stage is small. and I know how difficult it is for actors

to do it: to lift such oorceno would be difficult unless tho

technician finds a way to man it easier. It is possible to

do it - there is nothing impossible in the theatre, but ‘41::

have to study how we can realize this. How do we build tho

basis under tho screen? I think tho screen =10 have seen is

very charming but immediately my question Would be how high

is it. how heavy. how many 51011 must lift it. and where door:

it stand. ato‘.

M. Chekhov. If you consider this screen designed

by Miriam would you say that it is impossible or possible,

having not only our mm Yornor Barn theatre in mind. but other

theatres as wall?

13'. nookrothx Tho design calls for a. screen 12 ft.

high, and this means you would hnvo.to make it in two parts

for tz‘mmportation purposes. For a travelling screen you should

make it of plywood and not of canvas. or if that would make

it too heavy than make the middle eeroono of omwoo and tho

ends of plywood.

5:1. Chekhov: Would you make such a big ooroon for

this play?
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H. Heckrothu I like to have a contrast} As far as

I can see I-urizunzu design in a. sort of Conmcdia doll'Arta style.

but I would like to have it much easier. I. like all of IriL-riam'a

thiégs, but the ncrcon is too elaborate. You son the work in

it. and I do-n't like to show that you spend energy. Miriam'u

screen is: definitely a painted town, but I thought the idea.

m to take thingo from tho theatre and make them part of the

cutting.

m. Chekhov: At our next meeting I would like Miriam

to show us the sketch of the town which she has made.


